Abstract Saccades executed with the head stationary have kinematics conforming to Listing's law (LL), confining the ocular rotational axis to Listing's plane (LP). In unilateral vestibular deafferentation (UVD), the vestibuloocular reflex (VOR), which does not obey LL, has at high head acceleration a slow phase that has severely reduced velocity during ipsilesional rotation, and mildly reduced velocity during contralesional rotation. Studying four subjects with chronic UVD using 3D magnetic search coils, we investigated kinematics of stereotypic rapid eye movements that supplement the impaired VOR. We defined LP with the head immobile, and expressed eye and head movements as quaternions in LP coordinates. Subjects underwent transient whole body yaw at peak acceleration 2,800°/s 2 while fixating targets centered, or 20°up or down prior to rotation. The VOR shifted ocular torsion out of LP. Vestibular catch-up saccades (VCUS) occurred with mean latency 90 ± 44 ms (SD) from ipsilesional rotation onset, maintained initial non-LL torsion so that their quaternion trajectories paralleled LP, and had velocity axes changing by half of eye position. During contralesional rotation, rapid eye movements occurred at mean latency 135 ± 36 ms that were associated with abrupt decelerations (ADs) of the horizontal slow phase correcting 3D deviations in its velocity axis, with quaternion trajectories not paralleling LP. Rapid eye movements compensating for UVD have two distinct kinematics. VCUS have velocity axis dependence on eye position consistent with LL, so are probably programmed in 2D by neural circuits subserving visual saccades. ADs have kinematics that neither conform to LL nor match the VOR axis, but appear instead programmed in 3D to correct VOR axis errors.
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Introduction
Long regarded an organizing principle of ocular motility, constraint on torsion by Listing's law (LL) effectively reduces the rotational freedom of the eye from three to only two degrees (horizontal and vertical) during visually guided eye movements with the head upright and stationary (Tweed and Vilis 1990) . Conformity with LL can be demonstrated by expressing ocular rotational axes as mathematical ''quaternions'', that, when plotted, lie in Listing's plane (LP) (Haslwanter 1995) . Unlike 1D velocity that is simply the time derivative of position, 3D eye velocity is a function both of eye position and its derivative. While it is possible to consider the time derivative of each component of 3D eye position, this set of derivatives differs from 3D velocity in a way critical to neural programming of saccades (Raphan 1997 (Raphan , 1998 Optican 1998, 2003) . The ocular position axis will be constrained to LP if, in the velocity domain, the ocular velocity axis changes by half the amount of eye position change (Tweed and Vilis 1990) . Since with the head upright and stationary the eye begins in LP, half angle behavior constrains the eye to remain in the plane, and so this kinematic velocity constraint can usually be considered equivalent to LL. However, if eye position begins outside LP at onset of an eye movement subsequently conforming to half angle kinematics, eye position remains in a plane parallel to but displaced torsionally from LP. This is the case when saccades are initiated from non-LL torsion: subsequent vertical saccades have velocity axes that change by one half of eye position, but maintain initial non-LL torsion so that their quaternion trajectories parallel LP (Crane et al. 2005b) . Therefore, half angle kinematics limit visually guided saccades to 2D. The VOR violates LL since the reflex must compensate for head rotation about arbitrary axes irrespective of eye position (Misslisch et al. 1994; Thurtell et al. 1999 Thurtell et al. , 2000 Crane et al. 2005a ). However, the VOR does not violate LL with the ideal zero-angle dependency, but changes by approximately one quarter the change in eye position in most (Misslisch et al. 1994; Thurtell et al. 1999 Thurtell et al. , 2000 Crane et al. 2005a) but not all situations (Crawford and Vilis 1991; Tweed et al. 1994; Misslisch and Hess 2000) . Since the slow phase eye movements generated by the VOR depart LP, the normal VOR may be considered to have kinematics programmed in 3D.
The normal angular VOR is driven in push-pull by sensory inputs from the right and left labyrinths. After unilateral vestibular deafferentation (UVD), the VOR slow phase becomes undercompensatory under many conditions. The deficient VOR slow phase is often supplemented by rapid eye movements. Vestibular catch-up saccades (VCUS) are observed in normal subjects supplementing the heave (Tian et al. 2002a ) and surge linear VORs (Tian et al. 2006) , and during high acceleration, ipsilesional rotation in chronic but not acute UVD (Tian et al. 2000 (Tian et al. , 2007 Peng et al. 2005) . During both rotation and translation, VCUS significantly increase overall compensatory eye movement gain, and have amplitudes strongly correlated with vestibular gaze position error (Tian et al. 2000) .
The VOR slow phase during high acceleration transient yaw also exhibits abnormalities during contralesional rotation: gain is moderately reduced, and the velocity axis is tilted anteriorly to the earth-vertical yaw axis imposed on the head (Aw et al. 1996a; Crane et al. 2005c Crane et al. , 2007 Tian et al. 2007 ). Rapid eye movements occur that have been termed abrupt decelerations (ADs), because they are associated with horizontal eye velocity slowing, or occasionally even a direction reversal. Normal older humans have modestly reduced slow phase VOR gain during high acceleration yaw, and exhibit ADs (Tian et al. 2001a ). This suggests that ADs are associated with a VOR slow phase deficit. However, the kinematics of ADs have not been previously studied using 3D methods. If ADs have kinematics similar to visually guided saccades, then they would maintain any non-Listing's torsion introduced by the preceding VOR slow phase. Alternatively, ADs might also include a slowing or even reversal of non-Listing's slow phase VOR torsion. In that event, ADs might increase or decrease non-Listing's torsion.
Both VCUSs and ADs are evoked by vestibular stimulation, and would not necessarily be expected to conform to LL that is strictly applicable only with the head immobile. The present study examined the complete rotational kinematics of VCUS and ADs in humans with chronic UVD, and compared these with LL. We asked the question whether these two types of rapid eye movements have kinematics restricted to 2D as is the case for visually guided saccades, or whether the kinematics of VCUSs or ADs might be 3D as is typical of the slow phase VOR. Possible differences in the dimensionality of the kinematics of these two types of rapid eye movements might reflect fundamental differences in their neural programming.
Methods
Subjects
Four unilaterally vestibulopathic subjects were studied after giving written informed consent according to a protocol approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board in conformity with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects were selected from a larger longitudinal study of 15 subjects with chronic UVD, two-thirds of whom had been noted using 2D methods eventually to exhibit at least some VCUS during high acceleration ipsilesional yaw (Tian et al. 2007) , and roughly half to exhibit at least some ADs during contralesional yaw. We studied here using 3D methods subjects with UVD from the larger study who had developed consistent VCUSs, ADs or both during transient whole body yaw rotation. Among the four such subjects, three had both consistent VCUSs on ipsilesional rotation and ADs on contralesional rotation; one subject exhibited consistent ADs on contralesional rotation and had exhibited VCUS on ipsilesional rotation during the first year following acute UVD, but no longer exhibit VCUSs when tested for these experiments 5 years later. Mean age of the current subjects (2 females, 2 males) was 65 ± 13 (standard deviation, SD, range 53-77) years. Subjects had undergone either vestibular nerve section or labyrinthectomy an average of 10 ± 4 (range 5-13) years previously. Both types of surgeries led to functionally similar UVD. Three subjects with UVD had facial palsy after surgery but none had evidence of cerebellar dysfunction or other neurological deficit, and no difficulty in viewing targets binocularly. Subjects underwent ophthalmological examination to verify that they had normal corrected vision in each eye. Subjects were instructed to omit medication on the day of the experiment. Subjects were monitored during experiments via infrared closed circuit television and an intercom.
Magnetic search coil measurements Angular eye and head positions were measured with dual winding scleral magnetic search coils (Skalar Medical, Delft, The Netherlands) (Collewijn et al. 1975) , as described for the current laboratory (Crane and Demer 1998) . Reference magnetic fields were generated by three pairs of solenoid coils, each 2 m in diameter, and arranged to form the sides of a cube (C-N-C Engineering, Seattle, WA). This configuration placed the center of the cube near eye level. The two vertically oriented coil pairs were driven by 60 kHz sinusoidal currents in phase quadrature (Collewijn et al. 1975) . The horizontally oriented coil pair was driven by a 120 kHz sinusoidal current (Robinson 1963) . One subject who had normal facial nerve function and corneal sensation wore binocular search coils. Surgery creating UVD frequently sacrifices the facial nerve, resulting in ipsilesional facial weakness including the orbicularis oculi muscle necessary for normal blinking and corneal protection. Three subjects had poor blinking function and mild exposure keratopathy of the ipsilesional eye due to facial nerve paresis; these three subjects wore a search coil annulus on contralesional eye only to avoid the possibility of ipsilesional corneal injury due to corneal drying. Coils were placed under topical anesthesia with proparacaine 0.5%. Angular head position was measured via dual search coils mounted on a bite bar, custom molded to the upper teeth of each subject so that they were rigidly coupled to skull motion. Search coils were connected to external detectors (C-N-C Engineering, Seattle, WA).
Horizontal, vertical, and torsional components of eye and head positions were displayed on a digital polygraph, passed through precision-matched, programmable low-pass filters with bandwidth (4-pole Butterworth) set to 300 Hz, and digitally sampled at a rate of 1,200 Hz at 16 bit resolution by a Macintosh compatible computer running the MacEyeball software package (ÓRegents of the University of California) under LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX).
Stimuli
Subjects were rotated by a 500 N-m stepper motor (Compumotor, Rohnert Park, CA) configured as a position servo described previously (Crane and Demer 1998) . The motor resolved 425,984 steps per revolution, below the noise level of the search coil system and thus indistinguishable from continuous rotation. The presence of the motor did not have a detectable effect on search coil measurements. Subjects sat with their heads comfortably upright in nonmetallic chair mounted on the servomotor as previously described (Crane and Demer 1998) . Subjects were secured via multiple belts to the densely padded chair. In order to faithfully couple rotator motion to the head, the forehead, temples, malar regions, and chin of each subject were firmly secured to a chair-mounted head holder by pads and adjustable clamps cushioned with stiff conforming foam (Confor-foam, Aearo Specialty, Indianapolis, IN).
Every rotational trial was preceded by a 2-s calibration recording in which the stationary subject looked directly at centered target on a tangent screen 175 cm distant. In 60 s recordings, LP was defined for each eye as subjects tracked the quasi-random horizontal and vertical movements of a projected laser target moving over a broad range widely sampling secondary and tertiary positions up to 20°e ccentricity. The angular VOR was tested during 50 s trials which included 20 directionally unpredictable transient yaw rotations (10 in each direction). During each trial subjects were asked to fixate a target located at eye level, approximately 20°up, or approximately 20°down. The target consisted of a laser projected dot against a dark background in an otherwise dark room. Onset of rotations varied randomly from periodic by £ 250 ms to avoid predictive effects. Head position was adjusted so that the rotational axis was midway between the external auditory canals, which were about 7 cm posterior to the eyes. This axis was chosen to minimize the translational stimulus to the otoliths. Rotations had a peak acceleration of 2,800°per s 2 to a velocity of 190°per s, moving the head 40°in 250 ms, which was the time at which peak velocity occurred. At 300 ms the velocity averaged 150°per s. The head moved to its maximal offset of 55°after 550 ms.
Data analysis
Data were analyzed automatically using custom software written under LabView 7.1 (National Instruments, Austin, TX) on Macintosh G5 computers (Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA). For each subject, rotational transients were grouped based on direction of rotation, and initial eye position. Processing of all data channels was identical to avoid introduction of temporal artifacts. Transient rotations in which eye position varied by >0.2°in the 80 ms prior to rotation were discarded as failures of fixation and not considered for further analysis.
Sampled search coil voltages were corrected for misalignment of the sine non-linearity in the pitch axis of the search coil system, and the resulting Fick angles were converted to rotation matrices as previously described (Haslwanter 1995; Crane and Demer 1997) . Some of the data are represented here in Fick angles since this format is intuitively familiar for many readers. Data from LP definition and VOR trials were first corrected for possible imperfect alignment of the coils on the eye in central gaze during the immediately preceding reference trial using quaternions as previously described (Crane et al. 2006a (Crane et al. , b, 2007 . Position data for each eye and the head were then rotated into and expressed in a Listing's coordinate system defined by the most recent determination of LP for that individual eye. For analysis purposes, this means that if the LPs of the two eyes of the same subject were nonparallel, the same physical head motion would be represented differently relative to the left and right eyes during the same trial.
Artifact due to torsional scleral coil slippage was identified by comparing measured ocular torsion with that predicted by LL during the period of visual target fixation immediately prior to each head rotation. Ideal LL coil torsion (W ideal ) was calculated from the yaw (h) and pitch (/) eye positions in a Fick coordinate system as given below:
During visual fixations between rotational transients, at roughly 3 s intervals, ideal and measured torsion were compared to detect coil slippage. Since LL prevails during these visual fixations, discrepancies between ideal and actual coil torsion were considered to reflect slippage of the search coil annulus around the limbus, which was corrected using a new reference matrix prior to analysis of the next VOR response to the transient yaw stimulus. Correction was performed during each fixation prior to rotation even though eye position typically did not vary by more than the noise of the system among rotations. After any such corrections, data from each rotational transient was temporally aligned and averaged as previously described (Crane and Demer 1998) . Eye-in-head position was then calculated. For kinematic analysis, eye and head positions relative to LP were determined as quaternions in Listing's coordinates. Velocity vectors (x) for the eyes and head were computed from the corrected quaternion position (q) and derivative _ q ð Þ as previously described (Haslwanter 1995; Walker et al. 2004; Crane et al. 2005a, b) 
The quaternion derivative _ q ð Þ was calculated from position (q) by taking the derivative of each component of the quaternion and filtering with a third order Butterworth filter with 50 Hz cutoff frequency. The tilt angle of the velocity vector relative to LP, a (in the vertical direction), is determined using the horizontal and torsional components of velocity (Walker et al. 2004; Crane et al. 2005a, b) : a = tan -1 (t/h). The tilt angle of the velocity vector relative to LP in the horizontal direction (b) was calculated using the vertical and torsional components of the eye velocity vector: b = tan -1 (t/v). Linear regression was used to calculate the ratio of the tilt of the VOR velocity axis in the vertical direction, a, relative to vertical eye position. This value is reported as the tilt angle ratio (TAR) for the VOR. Regression was performed separately for each sampled time point after onset of head motion. After the initial fit, data points lying more than 2SD from the fit were removed. This process was then repeated once to determine the final slope and correlation coefficient (R).
Subjects were chosen so that they all exhibited VCUSs, ADs, or both beginning 40-200 ms after rotation onset. Saccadic eye movements in the same direction as the VOR slow phase were considered to be VCUS (Tian et al. 2000) . ADs or reversals in horizontal slow phase eye velocity were considered to be ADs (Tian et al. 2001a ). Both VCUSs and ADs were identified by their abrupt change in the derivative of horizontal Fick angle, familiar to readers as ''horizontal eye velocity.'' The VCUSs and ADs were then analyzed kinematically in 3D in quaternion coordinates. We here present time series data as Fick angle degrees of rotation, as this visualization is more intuitive than attempting to plot quaternions as functions of time. When evaluating Fick angle time series data in relationship to LL, we also plotted for comparison the ideal value of Listing's torsion given by Eq. 1.
When plotted as the full time series of quaternions for each rotation in the horizontal-torsional plane, the head velocity stimulus had a linear trajectory indicating that orientation of the head's rotational axis remained approximately constant throughout the trial. The angle formed by the head axis quaternion trajectory was then measured relative to LP. When similarly plotted in the quaternion plane, segments of the VOR response also had linear trajectories, although these changed at transitions between slow phases, and ADs or VCUSs. To measure relative orientations of the eye and head rotation axes to LP, trajectory angles were calculated in the horizontal-torsional quaternion plane. Initial head and eye trajectory angles were taken to be those formed by the head and VOR slow phase before rapid eye movements. The trajectory angles of VCUSs and ADs were represented in the horizontal-torsional quaternion plane by lines connecting the start and end of each rapid eye movement, relative to LP. Final head and eye trajectory angles were those formed by the terminal positions of the head and eye after VCUSs or ADs.
Results
Listing's plane
Orientation of Listing's plane (LP) varied among subjects. Mean pitch orientation of LP was 15 ± 4°(mean ± SD) up relative to earth vertical, with a range of 13-21°. Mean horizontal LP orientation was 17 ± 4°(mean ± SD) nasally, with a range of 11-20°. Mean LP thickness, characterized as its SD, was 1.5 ± 0.2°with a range of 1.4-1.8°.
VOR slow phase
Horizontal VOR gain (eye velocity/head velocity) was determined using the time derivatives of horizontal Fick angles 50 ms following head rotation onset. This is the familiar manner of computing 1D gain. As expected, ipsilesional VOR gain was markedly reduced, averaging 0.41 ± 0.04 (range 0.36-0.43). Contralesional VOR gain was significantly higher, averaging 0.73 ± 0.09 (range 0.64-0.83) and similar to the normal value of 0.77 ± 0.04 in age matched controls (P > 0.05) (Tian et al. 2001a ).
However, during contralesional rotation the initial 3D VOR velocity axis, computed using quaternion methods, was shifted forward 9.0 ± 4.0°(range 3-12°) relative to that during ipsilesional rotation.
Vestibular catch-up saccades
Three subjects consistently exhibited horizontal VCUS during ipsilesional rotation. These rapid eye movements were evident for both vertically centered and vertically eccentric initial eye positions.
Central eye position
In the three subjects who exhibited them, stereotypic VCUSs occurred during nearly all ipsilesional rotations when the target remained vertically centered. This is illustrated in a representative trial from a subject with right UVD, where we first illustrate the data using Fick angles and their time derivatives (Fig. 1a-c) . The VCUS is obvious from its prominent peak in horizontal eye velocity compared with slow phase velocity (Fig. 1a) , corresponding to an abrupt increase in the slope of horizontal eye position (Fig. 1b) . While the horizontal position and velocity characteristics of the VCUS are distinct from the slow phase, a further difference is evident in torsion (Fig. 1c) . Note that from the onset of the slow phase VOR, eye torsion deviated from the value specified by LL, and also deviated from head torsion. Abruptly at VCUS onset, the trajectory of eye torsion changed and subsequently paralleled that of ideal LL torsion (Fig. 1c) . The distinct kinematics of VCUS are most clear when eye and head position axes are plotted as horizontal and torsional quaternions in Fig. 1d . The location and orientation of LP is plotted for reference. Note that in the quaternion plane, the head rotational axis included considerable torsion, since this subject's LP was tilted away from the earth vertical axis of rotation. The initial VOR slow phase axis was misaligned with the head axis, and so showed a different trajectory slope, but also contained significant torsion so that the eye left LP (Fig. 1d) . Onset of the VCUS is evident in the quaternion plane as a discontinuity of VOR slow phase eye trajectory slope, differing from the slow phase in that the VCUS trajectory roughly paralleled LP. Note that at the end of the VCUS, eye torsion neither matched head torsion, nor returned to LP (Fig. 1d) . This behavior was typical of all VCUS observed in all three subjects with consistent VCUS.
Vertically eccentric initial eye positions
Vestibular catch-up saccades also occurred during nearly all ipsilesional rotations when the three subjects who exhibited them were fixating a vertically eccentric target Exp Brain Res (2007) 182:143-155 147 before motion onset, or made vertical visual saccades during the VOR slow phase. Figure 2 shows representative data from the subject illustrated in Fig. 1 , and demonstrates that a typical VCUS with vertically eccentric initial eye position was similar to VCUSs with central initial eye position. In this example, Fig. 2c shows that head torsion was outside LP, reflecting a tilt in LP orientation relative to the earth-vertical rotational axis. The initial VOR slow A B C D phase axis did not mirror the head axis, so that their two trajectory slopes differed. Non-LL torsion was evoked by the slow phase VOR so that the eye departed from LP. However, the VCUS again roughly paralleled LP in the horizontal-torsional quaternion plane (Fig. 2d) . This behavior was typical of all VCUS initiated from vertically eccentric initial eye positions.
Tilt angle ratio of VCUS
Compliance of VCUS with LL in the velocity domain was assessed by calculating the TAR of the VCUS velocity axis relative to starting vertical eye position. A representative record from the representative subject of Figs. 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 3 . The VCUS exhibited by this subject had a TAR of 0.51 with respect to vertical eye position, a value consistent with the ideal LL value of 0.5, and typical of all three subjects who consistently displayed VCUS.
Secondary VCUS
Subjects occasionally made more than one VCUS during the same rotation. Any VCUSs after resumption of the VOR slow phase following a primary VCUS were termed ''secondary.'' Secondary VCUS were also easily distinguishable from the VOR slow phase on the basis of high velocity profiles, discontinuous position profiles, and distinctive quaternion plane trajectories. A typical secondary VCUS is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the representative subject with right UVD whose primary VCUS is shown in Fig. 1 . Secondary VCUSs maintained the non-LL torsion present at their onset, and had trajectories generally paralleling LP. Secondary VCUS usually occurred 200-300 ms after head motion onset, and 50-80 ms after completion of the primary VCUS. Secondary VCUS were observed after about one third of primary VCUS, especially when the primary VCUS had relatively short latency. Secondary VCUS were seldom observed when primary VCUS latency exceeded 200 ms. 
ADs with central fixation
Unlike VCUS, the horizontal components of ADs were in the anti-compensatory direction opposite the VOR slow phase. A typical AD is illustrated in a representative subject with left UVD who was fixating a central target when rotated toward the normal right side (Fig. 5) . The AD is obvious from the plot of horizontal eye position as an abrupt reduction of its slope as a function of time (Fig. 5b) , and from horizontal eye velocity as reduction to zero in eye velocity (Fig. 5a ). In this example, Fig. 5c shows that head torsion was outside LP, reflecting a tilt in LP orientation relative to the earth-vertical rotational axis. While slow phase eye torsion was misaligned with head torsion, eye torsion remained in LP until the AD; the VOR slow phase quaternion plot formed a line having a different slope than the line formed by the head quaternion plot (Fig. 5d ). While horizontal eye velocity declined during the AD, non-LL torsion developed, driving torsional eye position perpendicular to LP (Fig. 5d) . The horizontal-torsional plane quaternion trajectory of the AD was perpendicular to that of a VCUS ( Fig. 1 or 2) , which parallels LP. At the end of the AD, however, the ocular position axis nearly matched the inversion (relative to LP) of the head position axis indicated by the gray arrow in Fig. 5d . The ocular axis at the end of the AD was more compensatory than before the AD due to the torsional correction. This behavior was typical of all ADs.
ADs with vertically eccentric initial eye position
Stereotypic ADs also occurred during contralesional rotation when vertically eccentric targets were initially fixated. Figure 6 shows representative data from the subject illustrated in Fig. 5 , and demonstrates a typical AD associated with a 20°upward initial eye position. The AD in Fig. 6 is similar to the VCUS in Figs. 1 and 2 in its prominent velocity change, except that horizontal eye velocity reversed to become anti-compensatory, as typical of a quick phase (Fig. 6a, b) . In this example, Fig. 6c, d show that head torsion was outside LP, reflecting a tilt in LP orientation relative to the earth-vertical rotational axis. However, slow phase eye torsion was misaligned with head torsion as indicated by the different slopes of the two trajectories, and remained in LP until the AD (Fig. 6d) . Eye torsion during the AD departed markedly from LL torsion Fig. 5 Abrupt deceleration (AD) of the VOR slow phase during viewing of central target by representative subject with left chronic UVD rotated contralesionally. a AD was identified by marked change in horizontal eye velocity from the VOR slow phase. b AD was identified by discontinuity in horizontal eye position from the VOR slow phase. c Slow phase VOR torsion did not match head torsion. Torsion during the AD deviated from ideal Listing's torsion. d Failing to match the head, slow phase eye torsion remained in Listing's plane (LP). During the AD, eye torsion trajectory was perpendicular to LP, and brought the eye close to the inverse of head torsion indicated by the grey arrow (Fig. 6c) , so that the quaternion plane trajectory of the AD was nearly perpendicular to LP. In the quaternion plane, eye torsion at the end of the AD exceeded the negative of head torsion (Fig. 6d) .
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Velocity axes of ADs
We sought by linear regression evidence of a possible dependence of the AD velocity axis on initial vertical eye position, as was strongly evident in the half angle behavior of VCUSs. However, there was no systematic influence of initial vertical eye position on AD axes.
Trajectory angles from LP in horizontal-torsional quaternion plane
The rotational axes of head rotation, and discrete types of eye motion such as slow phases, VCUSs, and ADs, remained relatively constant so as to inscribe straight lines when plotted as quaternions in the horizontal-torsional plane. The orientations of these straight lines were computed as counterclockwise positive angles relative to LP, for each rotational trajectory of interest. The orientation of LP was always taken to be zero degrees.
VCUS trajectory angles from LP in horizontal-torsional quaternion plane
Direction of the head axis remained stable throughout rotation, and was slightly deviated from LP. The angle formed by a plot of the initial head position quaternion in the horizontal-torsional plane was -3.31°± 0.70°relative to LP (initial head trajectory angle), not significantly different from the angle defined by a plot of the final head position quaternion of -4.00°± 0.69°(final head trajectory angle, Fig. 7a ). Note that these trajectory angles, formed by quaternions in the position domain, are not expected to have any simple relationship to the orientation of LP relative to the 3D head velocity axis. Mean initial slow phase eye axis trajectory angle was significantly more deviated from LP than the head at 18.48°± 1.53°, indicating the initial slow phase axis was misaligned with the initial head axis. In general, VCUS paralleled LP and had a trajectory angle near zero. Mean VCUS trajectory angle for the central starting position was only 0.20°± 0.65°(±SEM), not statistically different from the orientation of LP. Since the VCUS paralleled LP, the final eye trajectory angle at the end of the VCUS was substantially less, but still significantly, deviated from LP at 9.47°± 1.14° (Fig. 7a) . Similar behavior was observed with eccentric vertical starting positions. Eccentric vertical initial eye position did not significantly influence the mean VCUS trajectory angles and final eye trajectory angles. As expected, initial slow phase eye trajectory angle did depend on vertical initial eye position eccentricity (P < 0.005, Fig. 7a) .
The final VCUS eye trajectory angle was significantly different from the negative of the final head angle (Fig. 7a) . This implies that the VCUS did not accurately correct the entire error in the slow phase VOR axis. 
AD trajectory angles in the horizontal-torsional quaternion plane
Trajectory angles were computed relative to LP, so that angles close to 90°are approximately perpendicular to LP. The mean of all initial AD trajectory angles for central initial eye position was 79.6°± 7.5°(±SEM), markedly different from the VCUS trajectory angle and different from LP. Mean AD trajectory angle was also significantly different from mean initial slow phase eye trajectory angle of 2.0°± 0.5°, and the mean final eye trajectory angle of 3.4°± 0.5° (Fig. 7b) . Mean trajectory angles were similar for vertically eccentric starting eye positions (Fig. 7b) . None of the five trajectory angles in AD trials was significantly influenced by eccentric vertical initial eye position (Fig. 7b) . Final AD eye trajectory angle was not significantly different from the negative of the head trajectory angle (Fig. 7b) . While this analysis cannot rule out any difference for ADs, it stands in contrast to the large difference evident in Fig. 7a for VCUSs. The similarity to the inverted head angle of the final AD trajectory angle suggests that the ocular axis at the end of the AD had been corrected for the error in the torsion component of the VOR slow phase.
Latency and duration of rapid eye movements While primary (initial) rapid eye movements were occasionally followed by secondary ones of the same type, only primary VCUSs and ADs were analyzed quantitatively for duration and latency from rotation onset. Analysis was performed in 20 ms bins. The peak of the latency distribution was 40-60 ms for VCUS, but much longer at 142 ms for ADs (Fig. 8a) . However, the latency distribution of VCUSs was bimodal with the second peak 120-140 ms, similar to the peak for ADs. Mean VCUS latency (Fig. 8b) . Although VCUSs had roughly 50 ms shorter mean latency, they had similar mean duration of 32 ± 7 to 32 ± 12 ms for ADs from central initial eye position (Fig. 8c) . From vertically eccentric initial eye positions, VCUS had significantly longer mean duration of 33 ± 8 ms than the mean of 27 ± 8 ms for ADs (Fig. 8c) . There was no significant influence of vertically eccentric initial eye position on mean VCUS duration (Fig. 8c) .
Discussion
Rapid eye movements with the velocity and acceleration characteristics of saccades may be regarded as intrinsic to the VOR. VCUS supplement deficient VOR slow phases, and are observed in normal subjects during the heave (Tian et al. 2002a ) and surge linear VORs (Tian et al. 2006) , and during ipsilesional rotation in chronic but not acute UVD (Tian et al. 2000 (Tian et al. , 2007 . Nevertheless, VCUS are not visually evoked, and have distinctively vestibular properties. During ipsilesional yaw rotation, the mode of the latency distribution for VCUS in chronic UVD was 40-60 ms, much shorter than that of visual saccades (Tian et al. 2000) . During both rotation and translation, VCUS significantly increase overall compensatory eye movement gain, and have amplitudes strongly correlated with vestibular gaze position error (Tian et al. 2000) . These observations argue that VCUS are driven by vestibular input, and constitute compensatory eye movements fundamental to gaze stability during head motion. Furthermore, the occurrence and latency of VCUS during linear acceleration are impaired by both normal aging (Tian et al. 2002a) , and by UVD (Tian et al. 2000) . The present study evaluated the 3D kinematics of rapid eye movements during the angular VOR of selected subjects with chronic UVD in response to high acceleration, transient, whole-body yaw. Results confirmed the widelyaccepted finding that during ipsilesional rotation, the VOR slow phase in UVD has reduced gain (Halmagyi et al. 1990; Aw et al. 1996a; Crane and Demer 1998; Lasker et al. 1999 Lasker et al. , 2000 Tian et al. 2001b Tian et al. , 2002b Tian et al. , 2007 , and confirm and extend reports that the VOR slow phase rotational axis is tilted anteriorly to the earth-vertical yaw axis imposed on the head during both ipsi-and contralesional rotation (Fig. 7) (Aw et al. 1996a, b; Crane et al. 2005c Crane et al. , 2007 . The present findings confirm a small gain reduction of the VOR slow phase during high acceleration, contralesional rotation (Crane et al. 2005c (Crane et al. , 2007 Tian et al. 2007 ).
The subjects with longstanding UVD who were studied here had evolved two distinct types of rapid eye movements compensating for their slow phase VOR deficits: short latency VCUSs evident during ipsilesional yaw, and ADs of horizontal velocity during contralesional yaw. The 3D kinematics of these two types of rapid eye movements were distinct both from the VOR slow phase, and from one another. The mode of VCUS latency during ipsilesional rotation was 40 ms, comparable to that of the otolith mediated VOR (Crane and Demer 1998) , and much shorter than the latency of visual saccades (Tian et al. 2000) . While in the current experiment we did not examine VCUS in total darkness, other studies have demonstrated that they occur without visual input and remain calibrated to vestibular error (Tian et al. 2000) .
Since LP is generally tilted relative to earth vertical, the VOR slow phase during whole body yaw introduced torsion that violated LL. Crane et al. (2005b) demonstrated that visually evoked vertical saccades initiated from non-LL torsion introduced by the VOR nevertheless exhibit a velocity axis dependence satisfying LL. Such visual saccades maintain the initial non-LL torsion, and have trajectories in the quaternion plane that parallel LP rather than returning to it. The present study extends this result to VCUSs, which exhibited kinematics identical to visual saccades initiated from non-LL torsional positions. While the VCUS were compensatory in that they reduced horizontal gaze error arising from reduced magnitude of the VOR slow phase, VCUS did not correct for torsional slow phase errors. Furthermore, VCUS initiated from a range of vertical eccentricities exhibited velocity axes that tilted by half the angle of vertical eye position, conforming to LL in a manner identical to visual saccades. For this reason, VCUS can be considered to be programmed in 2D, in the same sense that visual saccades are programmed. This 2D constraint is consistent with the afferent visual and visuomotor systems, which in many respects is 2D from the level of the retina down to the level of the superior colliculus, and even to the level of the abducens motor neurons.
During contralesional rotation, subjects with UVD exhibited a lesser degree of VOR slow phase magnitude reduction horizontally, but relatively large directional misalignments of the VOR velocity axis relative to the head velocity axis, reflecting torsional and vertical velocity errors. These predominantly directional errors in the slow phase VOR were corrected by rapid eye movements that we interpreted in 2D studies to be abrupt decelerations (ADs) of horizontal slow phase velocity. The current 3D study indicates that reduction or even anticompensatory reversal in horizontal slow phase velocity during ADs is accompanied by vertical and torsional eye velocities that correct for errors in the VORs slow phase velocity axis (Fig. 5) . At the end of the average AD, the torsional component of eye velocity approximated the mirror image of head velocity as is geometrically ideal (Fig. 7b) . Since VOR slow phase directional errors ranged widely, the velocity axes of ADs were not parallel to LP, and on average were nearly perpendicular to it (Fig. 7b) . This behavior is in conspicuous violation of LL. When ADs were initiated from a range of initial vertical eye positions, the velocity axes of ADs were highly variable and not systematically influenced by initial eye position as is the case for the robust, half-angle dependency of visual saccades and VCUS. These kinematic features are inconsistent with LL, and indicate that ADs are programmed in 3D as is the VOR slow phase, distinct from the 2D programming of visual saccades and VCUS. This implies that motor neuron drive to the extraocular muscles mediating the torsional component of both the slow phase VOR and ADs, is neurally programmed through explicit neural commands to the cyclovertical extraocular muscles, unlike visually guided eye movements for which the torsional component is suggested to arise not by explicit innervation, but instead from mechanical properties of the orbital tissues (Ghasia and Angelaki 2005; Demer 2006 ). The torsional component of VCUSs presumably also has mechanical rather than explicit neural origins, since VCUS have 3D that have kinematics identical to visual saccades.
The distinctive kinematics of ADs versus VCUSs are evident only when analyzed in 3D. Further examinations of the 3D properties of reflexive eye movements may provide further insight into presumably distinct neural networks that underlie visually guided versus vestibular eye movements. Differences in the programming of 2D versus 3D eye movements evoked by vestibular stimulation are presumably reflected at multiple premotor levels in the brain. 
